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ABSTRACT
Simulation time is a crucial bottleneck in the design process. In many cases a simulation is run several times with different inputs. Making such simulation runs parallel will significantly reduce the simulation time. In this paper we are introducing a concurrent simulation implemented with standard VHDL'93 to optimize simulation time of RTL level models.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since designing at the RT level is more familiar and less time consuming for engineers, optimizing the RT level simulation would optimize the design process. In order to improve simulation speed of RTL descriptions, we have concentrated on methodologies and modeling within a standard VHDL simulation environment, instead of inventing new simulators. One strategy for improving simulation speed is concurrent simulation. In this method a model can simultaneously be simulated with multiple data inputs. This way the overhead of running the simulation several times will be eliminated and the comparison between results will be faster. In addition processing arrays of data can take advantage of concurrent model by moving an entire array or vector of data from or to the memory, between registers, and on buses. By using Shared Variables and Access type the models can expand dynamically with the stream of data coming through them. Every component that receives a list of data at its inputs will process them one by one and produce a list of results at its output. In this paper we will present the VHDL implementation of this concurrent simulation technique.

Section 2 discusses the main concepts of concurrency. In Section 3, we will show how a standard RTL model can be modified to use shared variables for its buses and interconnection lines. Use of variables is the first step in making buses dynamically sizable, and therefore making models accept vectored data. In Section 4 we will discuss the use of Access types for making shared variable buses dynamically sizable. Section 5 discusses the program data format for representation of vectored data. Section 6 conclusions and future work will be discussed.

2. CONCURRENT SIMULATION
In general concurrent simulation is when a component model is involved in multiple processing at the same time without having to duplicate every part of the model to accumulate the different processings. Concurrency can be for the same hardware model running different programs, or the same model running same program using different sets of data, or various other configurations. We will use the acronyms SMSPSD (Same Model, Same Program, Same Data), SMSPDD, DMSPSD, etc., for various concurrent simulation configurations. Figure 1 presents a graphical view of a SMSPDD concurrent simulation environment.

Where multiple data are to be accessed, a single memory read receives this data. In the structure of the hardware where multiple data reaches the RTL components, these components expand as needed to accumulate the size of the data stack.

The DMSPSD configuration, in which the hardware models are different, corresponds to fault simulation in which different faulty models are running concurrently. At this time we have implemented the SMSPDD concurrent simulation configuration by modeling RTL components in VHDL. This configuration assumes same program flow.

![Figure 1. Concurrent Simulation Environment](image)

The use of SMSPDD configuration is in running programs with slight different data sets that would otherwise be running serially one run after another or simultaneously on several machines. One advantage of this concurrent simulation environment is that the results of several runs are accessible for comparisons and analysis in the same machine and in the same processing environment. Another major advantage is in processing loops and arrays of data. Processing of arrays or lists can be done in a burst instead of individually reading and processing data. An operation in a loop receives all the array of data at the same time, performs addition on the individual data and places the data back into the memory all at the same time. Therefore, going through the loop for many times and executing corresponding loop control instructions will be eliminated. Figure 2 illustrates the use of this technique in running loops. The loop in the original code has been replaced with a single add operation. The add operation receives all the data at the same time, performs addition on the individual data and places the data back into the memory all at the same time.

In this processing, 150 times going through the loop and executing corresponding loop control instructions will be eliminated.

The implementation of this techniques requires system buses and registers to expand according to the size of data. We
have implemented this technique in VHDL taking advantage of dynamic Access types and shared variables of VHDL 93.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original code</th>
<th>Code for concurrent simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for (i=0; i&lt;=150; i++) { c(i) = a(i) + b(i); }</td>
<td>C = A + B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Concurrent simulation requires one access for a vector

3. MODELING ENVIRONMENT

In an standard VHDL RTL model, a bus is the main means of moving data between data components and registers. The bus has a fixed width and only one set of data can pass through it at any one time. However, concurrent modeling not only needs multiple data to pass through a bus, but also requires this bus size to be dynamic. To overcome this problem, we have used the VHDL Access type for all the system busses and interconnection lines. In order to have busses visible by all the components that use the bus, we have used shared variables.

The use of variables for busses causes a major problem with timing of events. In a standard RTL description, data from various parts of a circuit are concurrently placed on system busses without any concern for the exact time that the bus data must be available. Events on signals and sensitivity of operations to such events with take care of the timing of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REGISTER A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-on-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-on-Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REGISTER B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Moving data through busses

For example in a typical RTL description, for moving data from Register A to Register B in Figure 3, Signals for A-on-X and X-on-Y and Load-B simultaneously become active. Since busses are signals, events on carriers closer to source will dominate and eventually propagate to the destination. Obviously, we loose this convenience if we replace signals with variables. If all interconnecting lines are variables, movement of data from one place to another must be done in the exact order that the data is to travel. For example in Figure 3, moving data from Register A to Register B can only be done correctly if the control signals A-on-X, X-on-Y and Load-B are activated in this exact order. While changing signals to variables and making them globally available to components of an RTL description is a data path modification, explicit ordering of movement of data through busses requires modification to controller of a model.

From the above discussion, we conclude that dynamic busses are helpful in speeding up the simulation speed by moving multiple sets of data in and out of a VHDL model, but they require modifications both in the data path of a model and its controller. Before a model can become ready for concurrent movement of data, the changes mentioned here must be made to it.

3.1. Standard RTL

A VHDL RTL model consists of descriptions for the individual components, description for the data unit, the controller, and a description that wire the control and data sections together. The control signals of the components are generated by the controller, and the data signals are attached to system busses in the data section VHDL model. The data unit consists of instantiation of RTL components and assignments to system busses. Control signals used for assignment of values to the buses are generated in the control unit. The control unit generates the control signals for the RTL components through the data unit. A typical state machine description is used for description of this part. The clocking process clocks the new state of the machine and the sequencing process issues control signals based on the current state of the machine. The clock signal used in the controller is also used in all register components. Register load inputs issued by the controller perform their register loading on the edge of this clock signal. This edge also causes transition of the control states.

Figure 4. Data and Control in an RTL Description

Figure 4 shows a general diagram of an RTL description. The controller issues signals that control the functionality of ALU and movement of data on busses and in the Instruction Register. In the text that follows, the units shown here will be used as examples of our proposed modeling style for concurrency.

3.2. SHARED VARIABLE BUSSES

This section describes transformation of standard RTL models into modified RTL models with busses that can become expandable for movement of multiple data. The discussions in this section will concentrate on changes in the control section and shared variable busses. Further changes to the structure of busses must be made for making them of Access type and dynamic sizing. Access type shared variable busses will be discussed in Section 4.

3.2.1. Bus Declarations

As previously discussed, all bus and interconnections of an RTL description are replaced by shared variables. A package such as global_environment shown in Figure 5 will contain all bus declarations.

```vhdl
PACKAGE global_environment IS
  ...
  SHARED VARIABLE ir_out : byte;
  SHARED VARIABLE databus : byte;
END global_environment;

ARCHITECTURE structural_rtl OF global_environment IS
  ...
  SIGNAL ir_out : byte;
  SIGNAL databus : byte;
BEGIN
  ...
END ARCHITECTURE;
```

Figure 5. Shared Variable and Standard RTL Bus Declarations

Such a package replaces all bus declarations that appear in the data unit of an RTL description. In the shaded area, this figure also shows the replaced bus declarations from an RTL description.

3.2.2. Register Description

Registers use shared variables for their inputs and outputs. Figure 6 shows RTL description of a register using signals as well as a description that uses shared variables. The shared-variable description will later be modified to be able to handle multiple size data. In this figure, the clock signal is eliminated and the register
is only sensitive to the control load input. Since this signal is a
toggling signal, a conditional statement for checking the logic level
of this signal is also eliminated. In the process statement of the
register description, a variable assignment assigns values of the
input bus to the output lines of the register.

```vhdl
ENTITY instr_register_unit IS
  PORT (load: IN std_logic);
END instr_register_unit;

ARCHITECTURE shared_variable OF instr_register_unit IS
BEGIN
  PROCESS (load)
  BEGIN
    ir_out <= obus;
  END PROCESS;
END shared_variable;
```

3.2.5. Control Unit description

The key to the correct operation of an RTL description that
uses the bus is the way control signals are issued. In the control
unit, the basic structure of the state machine remains the same as
the original standard RTL description. However, issuing the
control signals will be timed instead of becoming concurrently
active. Figure 8 shows a control unit description in which the
individual control signals are timed for the correct flow of data
within data shared variables.

```vhdl
ARCHITECTURE shared_variable OF par_control_unit IS
BEGIN
  clocking: PROCESS (clk, interrupt)
  BEGIN
    ... END PROCESS clocking;
  --
  sequencing: PROCESS (present_state, interrupt)
  CONSTANT dis : TIME := 1 NS;
  BEGIN
    mar_adbus <= '0';
    ... CASE present_state IS
    WHEN step2 =>
      mar_on_adbus <= '1' AFTER 1*dis;
      read_mem <= '1' AFTER 1*dis;
      databus_on_dbus <= '1' AFTER 2*dis;
      alu_operate <= '1' AFTER 3*dis;
      alu_code <= a_input AFTER 3*dis;
      no_shift <= '1' AFTER 4*dis;
      load_ir <= '1' AFTER 5*dis;
      next_state <= do_one_bytes;
    ... END CASE;
  END PROCESS sequencing;
END shared_variable;
```

Figure 6. Shared Variable and RTL Register Models

3.2.3. Logic units

Logic unit descriptions that use shared variables for their
inputs and outputs become sensitive to control inputs as was done
for the registers. Figure 7 shows partial code of an example ALU.
In this example, input sensitivities are replaced by an alu_operate
control signal. When activated by this signal, the ALU model
reads its shared variable inputs, processes the input data, and
assigns the results to the shared variable outputs.

```vhdl
ENTITY arithmetic_logic_unit IS
  PORT (code: IN std_logic_vector (2 DOWNTO 0));
END arithmetic_logic_unit;

ARCHITECTURE standard_rl OF arithmetic_logic_unit IS
BEGIN
  coding: PROCESS (alu_operate)
  BEGIN
    CASE code IS
    WHEN a_add_b | a_sub_b =>
      alu_out = t (7 DOWNTO 0);
  END CASE;
END PROCESS coding;
END standard_rl;
```

Figure 7. Shared Variable ALU Model

In the shared-variable models, only control signals appear in
the port clause, and the data variables have become visible through
the use of the global_environment package. The main process
statement is sensitive to alu_operate which is a control signal.

3.2.4. Bus Assignments

Bus declarations are all done in a global package for all
components to use. As with logic unit and registers, assignments to
buses are done to the shared variable representing the bus.

4. CONCURRENT MODELING VIEW

The previous section discussed the use of shared variables
for system busses and the influence of such a change on the control
unit. Because the buses are variables, they can become of Access
type, allowing them to be dynamically sized. This change will
influence the way RTL components are modeled, but, assuming
SMSPD parallelism, this will not influence the control unit. The
signals from the controller should still be ordered according to the
flow of data as in the shared variable models. However,
parallelism in the movement of data will require a different control
program to be executed. This control program has the same flow
as the original control program, but allows movement of burst data
into the processor model.

4.1. Dynamic Bus Declaration

To implement the dynamic nature of interconnections in a
simulation environment, link lists are used. This implies that
system busses should be declared as ACCESS types. So that such
bus will be a pointer to a link list that carries the data. Link lists
will expand to match the size of data that is to be processed simultaneously. Figure 9 shows the type declaration need for this purpose. The examples shown is to replace the byte type of the previous section. This type which will be used as a node in the list has a data part and a link part. Data part will carry the data to be processed and link part will point to next in the list.

```
PACKAGE concurrent_utilities IS
  ...
  SUBTYPE byte IS std_logic_vector (7 DOWNTO 0);
  TYPE byte_node;
  TYPE byte_node_ptr IS ACCESS byte_node;
  TYPE byte_node IS RECORD
    val : byte;
    link : byte_node_ptr; --for link list;
  END RECORD;
  ...
END concurrent_utilities;
```

Figure 9. Dynamic type declarations

```
LIBRARY work;
USE WORK.concurrent_utilities.ALL;
...
PACKAGE global_environment IS
  ...
  SHARED VARIABLE ir_out, ..., byte_node_ptr=NULL;
  SHARED VARIABLE databus, ..., byte_node_ptr=NULL;
END global_environment;
```

Figure 10. System buses and register outputs

Using the above type declarations, system buses should now be declared as shown in Figure 10. This declarations is very similar to that of Figure 8. The only difference is the use of Access types for the buses.

```
ENTITY instruction_register_unit IS PORT (load : IN ...);
END instruction_register_unit;

ARCHITECTURE concurrent OF instruction_register_unit IS
BEGIN
  PROCESS (load)
  VARIABLE temp, temp2 : byte_node_ptr := NULL;
  BEGIN
    -- first free
    WHILE (ir_out=NULL AND ir_out/=zero_8) LOOP
      temp := ir_out;
      ir_out := ir_out.link;
      DEALLOCATE (temp);
    END LOOP;
    -- allocate for the new data
    ir_out := NEW byte_node;
    ir_out.val := databus.val;
    temp := databus.link;
    temp2 := ir_out;
    WHILE temp=NULL LOOP
      temp2.link := NEW byte_node;
      temp2 := temp2.link;
      temp2.val := temp.val;
      temp := temp.link;
    END LOOP;
  END PROCESS;
END concurrent;
```

Figure 11. Concurrent model of a simple register

4.2. Dynamic Register Declaration

Registers have Access type shared variables for their inputs and outputs. Each time a register is loaded, it makes a copy of its input list and makes its output point to this new list. To avoid running out of memory space, first the previous list that the output was pointing to will be freed and then new memory will be allocated. This way, the output will be dynamic and the same size as the input. Figure 11 shows an example of a register used for concurrent simulation. As it can be seen, the register is still sensitive only to its load input.

4.3. Dynamic Logic Units

As with the registers, dynamic logic units are sensitive only to their control signals. Logic unit inputs and outputs are buses declared as shared variable pointers. When a logic unit is activated by a control signal that it is sensitive to, it will start processing its input link lists. For a set of data, a single activation from the control units causes burst of data to be processed by the logic unit. Other control signals will specify the operation to be done on the inputs. Logic unit will loop and repeat the specific operation on all the elements of the inputs and places the results in a link list. When done, the output will be made to point to the result link list. An example ALU model illustrating this technique is shown in Figure 12.

```
ENTITY arithmetic_logic_unit IS
  PORT (code : IN ...; alu_operate : IN ...);
END arithmetic_logic_unit;

ARCHITECTURE concurrent OF arithmetic_logic_unit IS
BEGIN
  coding: PROCESS (alu_operate)
  VARIABLE temp : std_logic_vector (9 DOWNTO 0);
  VARIABLE t1, a, b : byte_node_ptr := NULL;
  BEGIN
    WHILE (alu_out=NULL AND alu_out/=zero_8) LOOP
      temp := alu_out;
      alu_out := alu_out.link;
      DEALLOCATE();
    END LOOP;
    CASE code IS
      WHEN a_add_b | a_sub_b =>
        a := databus;
        b := accum;
        sr_t := sr_out;
        t1 := NEW byte_node;
        t := t1;
        tf := NEW nibble_node;
        flags := tf;
    ...
    END CASE;
    LOOP
      temp := addsub_cv (b.val, a.val, sr_t.val(2), code(1));
      t.val := temp(0 DOWNTO 0);
      ...
      IF (a.link=NULL AND b.link=NULL) THEN EXIT; END IF;
      IF (a.link=NULL) THEN a:=a.link; END IF;
      IF (b.link=NULL) THEN b:=b.link; END IF;
      IF (sr_t.link=NULL) THEN sr_t:=sr_t.link; END IF;
      t.link := NEW byte_node;
    END LOOP;
    END CASE;
  END PROCESS coding;
END concurrent;
```

Figure 12. ALU example

356
4.4. Dynamic Bus Assignments

Bus assignments remain the same as those of non-dynamic shared variables. The difference is in the type of the buses. In the dynamic bus models, input and output variables are Access type shared variables. Assignment of the input of a dynamic bus model to its output is done by setting the bus output pointer to that of the input. This way, the same memory will be used for the input and output and no allocation and deallocation is done.

![Program code]

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work on the concurrent models has shown that significant performance improvement can be obtained by modeling hardware to move bulk of data. We have completed models for concurrent registers, memory, and several logic units. Work in this area should concentrate on formulation of transformation of standard RTL models into concurrent models, generation of models for other RTL constructs, development of compilers with vectored data for the concurrent memory model, and development of transformation programs. Work on other concurrency schemes should also be considered.
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Figure 13. a) Single and b) Bulk Data Representation in Memory

4.5. Dynamic Memory Model

Expansion of data begins from the memory. When a set of data is addressed in the memory, all the bulk data, which we will refer to as a vector of data will be expanded by making the memory data bus point of the word in the memory where the vector data is stored. Vector data in the memory appear as binary data separated by colon. The model for the memory reads an input file of binary data is the format shown in Figure 13a. Each line of the file is one word of the memory. Memory model reads each line and checks to see if a colon follows the data binary value. If so, the word is vector data. Memory is also written in a way that each word is stored in a link after it is read from the file. When a word of memory is addressed by the processor it will make a copy of the link list stored in that location of memory and the memory expanded bus will be pointing to this link list.